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  [[Nick Dante 1/12/18]] 
[[Henri Temianka Correspondence 
         Martin Kamen 
          Letter #37]] 
[[Page 1 – Letter]] 
 
[[Letterhead: Martin D. Kamen   1390 Plaza Pacifica 
         Santa Barbara, CA 93108 
       Tel: (805) 969-5102]] 
Dear Emmy— 
 
 You put it right over the phone when  
you said you would never be the same  
person again. That is so for all of us  
living through this seemingly unending  
nightmare. One can coin words like  
“inevitable” for your mother and aunt, or  
“unacceptable”, “incredible”, for Virginia, and  
your friends who recently passed away, but  
the aspiration is basic. And the pain and  
grief it brings will stay with us, receding  
during the busy times of living and  
coming to the surface, especially when one  
is alone and the memories crowd in. 
 All this is perhaps to emphasize our  
own mortality and to begin to accept the  
idea we must accept the burden of  
carrying on if only for the sake of those  
still living and near and dear to us. 
 
         Yours, 
 
   Martin K 
 
 
Jan. 22, 1988 
 
 
 
